Here C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 are concentrations of states 1, 2, 3, and 4 along the reaction pathway, and k 1→2 , k 2→3 , and k 3→4 are rate constants of the corresponding transitions.
For the I→I-G→F-G→F reaction, state 1 is I, state 2 is I-G, state 3 is F-G, and state 4 is F; for the reverse reaction F→F-G→I-G→I, state 1 is F, state 2 is F-G, state 3 is I-G, and state 4 is I. According to ref. 4, the relative error in thus calculated k 1→2→3→4 is less than C 2 /C 1 , i.e., much less than 1 in both I→I-G→F-G→F and F→F-G→I-G→I processes. Hence, The authors declare no conflict of interest. Fig. 1 . A scheme of the protein folding/unfolding (1) with all kinetic constants k and the following from them relative concentrations (in percent) of all of the involved states: F, free folded protein; F-G, chaperonin-bound folded protein; I, free unfolded protein; I-G, chaperonin-bound unfolded protein.
Comparison of the underlined rates shows that the entire chaperonin-unassisted folding (I→F) takes less time than only one step I→I-G of the chaperonin-assisted folding.
